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(1) Silicate Vapor Atmospheric 
Chemistry and Chemical 

Constraints on Formation of the 
Moon



Summary - I

• Oxygen is the major element in rocky material
• Recognized by Victor Goldschmidt in 1928
• Oxygen is 62 atom % of Earth’s crust
• Oxygen is 58 atom % of Bulk Silicate Earth
• Oxygen is 58 atom % of Bulk Silicate Moon 
• (based on current BSM models by others)

• Hot silicate vapor is O2 – rich and is
• Orders of magnitude more oxidizing than solar 

composition gas



Summary - II

• 1970s – 1990s Experiments, analyses of meteorite samples, 
and thermodynamics show unique trace element 
abundances produced by vaporization / condensation of 
silicates at high oxygen fugacity (partial pressure)

• We apply this knowledge to formation of the Moon
• Presence or absence of analogous signatures constrains the 

P and T for gas – condensed phase separation (when 
equilibrium stops) in an open system

• Heavy isotope enrichments for Cl, Ga, K, Rb, Zn indicate loss 
of hot silicate vapor during lunar formation (Moynier, 
Sharp, Wang & Jacobsen) – an open system



Summary - III

• Geochemical data show
• No Ce depletion in bulk silicate Moon
• Lunar Lu/Hf, Hf/W, Nd/Sm, Th/U ≃ BSE
• Lunar Rb/Sr, K/U < BSE values
• Can set Tmax and Tmin values at each pressure
• Can constrain geochemically realistic lunar 

formation models



Summary - IV

• But:
• Some key element ratios uncertain, e.g., Hf/W, 

Th/U for bulk silicate Moon
• Use P,T constraints from our modeling and/or 

K isotopes to predict these key ratios from 
chemical equilibrium calculations



(2) Steam Atmosphere 
Chemistry on the early Earth. 



Summary -1 
• Reducing gases produced by outgassing of chemically 

reduced material, either chondritic (H, L, LL, EH, EL, CV) or 
achondritic (Eucrite) see

• Bukvic 1979 MSc Thesis, MIT, Advisor John S. Lewis
• Schaefer & Fegley 2007 Icarus 186, 462-483
• Schaefer & Fegley 2010 Icarus 208, 438-448
• Zahnle, et al 2010 The Origins of Life pp. 49-66
• Fegley & Schaefer 2014 Treatise on Geochemistry 2nd ed
• Schaefer & Fegley 2017 ApJ 843:120)
• Steam Atmosphere not necessarily steam-rich
• Depends on the unknown redox state of planetary embryo, 

planetesimal, rocky planet, early Earth, etc.



either H2-rich (H, L, LL, EH chondritic material) or CO-rich
(EL chondritic material). As noted earlier, several geochemical
models predict that Earth formed from large amounts of ordi-
nary and enstatite chondritic-like material, for example, up to
70% enstatite chondrite-like material and up to 21% H
chondrite-like material. The proto-Earth (and also the impac-
tor) may have been more reducing than the present day Earth,
and thus the resulting ‘steam’ atmosphere may have been more
reducing. If this were the case, the ‘traditional’ volatiles left
after collapse of the steam atmosphere may have been more
reducing. For example, Table 5, based on Schaefer and Fegley
(2010), shows that the gases remaining after collapse of the
steam atmospheres on an ordinary or enstatite chondritic-like
early Earth may have been H2, CO, CO2, and trace water vapor.
This point will be taken up later when discussing outgassing on
early Earth.

6.3.7 Impact Degassing of the Late Veneer

The abundances of highly siderophile elements (HSE, which
are Os, Ir, Pt, Ru, Rh, Pd, Re, and Au) in the terrestrial mantle
are larger than would be expected from equilibrium partition-
ing between mantle silicates and core-forming metal. Geo-
chemists believe that the HSE elements were added to Earth
as part of a late veneer of !1% of Earth’s mass at the end of its
accretion (Chapter 3.1) after the Moon-forming impact.
Traditionally, the late veneer was assumed to be like CI carbo-
naceous chondrites (Chou, 1978). However, recent measure-
ments of the 187Os/188Os ratio in mantle xenoliths give a value
for this ratio that is above that for carbonaceous chondrites but
within the range of ordinary and enstatite chondrites
(Chapter 3.1).

Schaefer and Fegley (2010) modeled the chemistry of
volatiles released during impact degassing of carbonaceous,
enstatite, and ordinary chondritic material as a function of
pressure and temperature. They found that degassing of CI
and CM carbonaceous chondritic material produced H2O-
rich steam atmospheres, in agreement with the results of
impact experiments on the Murchison CM2 chondrite. How-
ever, degassing of other types of chondritic material produced
atmospheres dominated by other gases. Degassing of ordinary
(H, L, LL) and high iron enstatite (EH) chondritic material gave

H2-rich atmospheres with CO and H2O being the second and
third most abundant gases at high temperatures, and
increasing amounts of CH4 at lower temperatures. Degassing
of low iron enstatite (EL) chondritic material gave a CO-rich
atmosphere with H2, CO2, and H2O being the next most
abundant gases. Finally, degassing of CV carbonaceous
chondritic material gave a CO2-rich atmosphere with H2O
being the second most abundant gas. Their results at 1500 K,
100 bar total pressure are listed in Table 5, where the major gas
from degassing of each type of chondritic material is in
boldface.

Schaefer and Fegley (2010) did calculations over wide P, T
ranges and showed that the results in Table 5 are generally
valid at other pressures and temperatures. Water vapor, CO2,
and N2 remain the major H-, C-, and N-bearing gases in
atmospheres generated by degassing of CI and CM carbona-
ceous chondritic material, but CH4 becomes the major C-
bearing gas at low temperatures in atmospheres generated by
degassing CV carbonaceous chondritic material. Methane also
becomes a significant gas at low temperatures for degassing of
CI chondritic material (see Figure 2 of Zahnle et al., 2010).
This surprising result is confirmed by the generally similar
results of Hashimoto et al. (2007). Figures 3 and 5 in
Schaefer and Fegley (2010) show a more complicated situation
for atmospheres generated by impact degassing of ordinary
(H, L, LL) and enstatite (EH, EL) chondritic material. Either
CO or CH4 are the major C-bearing gases and either H2 or CH4

are the major H-bearing gases as P and T varies. Dinitrogen
almost always is the major N-bearing gas because NH3 is stable
only in a small P–T range at low temperatures for degassing of
H chondritic material. Holloway (1988) computed chemical
equilibrium abundances for degassing of unequilibrated ordi-
nary chondritic material and obtained very similar results at
50 bars pressure and 400–1200 "C temperature.

6.3.8 Outgassing on the Early Earth

We now consider the speciation of carbon and nitrogen in
volcanic gases on the early Earth. A good starting point is the
chemistry of modern day volcanic gases (Symonds et al.,
1994). Although their chemistry is spatially and temporally
variable, some generalizations are possible. The three major
gases and their mean concentration in 136 volcanic gas

Table 5 Major gas compositions of impact-generated atmospheres from chondritic planetesimals at 1500 K and 100 bars

Gas (vol. %) CI CM CV H L LL EH EL

H2 4.36 2.72 0.24 48.49 42.99 42.97 43.83 14.87
H2O 69.47 73.38 17.72 18.61 17.43 23.59 16.82 5.71
CH4 2# 10$ 7 2# 10$ 8 8# 10$ 11 0.74 0.66 0.39 0.71 0.17
CO2 19.39 18.66 70.54 3.98 5.08 5.51 4.66 9.91
CO 3.15 1.79 2.45 26.87 32.51 26.06 31.47 67.00
N2 0.82 0.57 0.01 0.37 0.33 0.29 1.31 1.85
NH3 5# 10$ 6 2# 10$ 6 8# 10$ 9 0.01 0.01 9# 10$ 5 0.02 5# 10$ 5

H2S 2.47 2.32 0.56 0.59 0.61 0.74 0.53 0.18
SO2 0.08 0.35 7.41 1# 10$ 8 1# 10$ 8 3# 10$ 8 1# 10$ 8 1# 10$ 8

Othera 0.25 0.17 1.02 0.33 0.35 0.41 0.64 0.29
Total 99.99 99.96 99.95 99.99 99.97 99.96 99.99 99.98

a‘Other’ includes gases of the rock-forming elements Cl, F, K, Na, P, and S.
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Summary -2

• If steam atmosphere is steam rich, Nominal case here
• Silica and many other oxides dissolve in steam
• Greatly different solubility for different oxides
• If steam atmosphere is lost the steam soluble element 

inventory is changed
• This is potentially important for bulk composition, 

density, heat balance, interior structure, volatile 
element inventory

• Spectroscopically active gases in steam atmosphere 
• Fegley et al 2016 ApJ 824:103



Summary -3

• Astronomical observations show atmospheric 
escape from some exoplanets – one of which is a 
hot rocky planet (55 Cancri-e)

• Recent modeling (Zahnle and Catling, 2017; 
Lopez, 2018; Owen and Wu, 2017; Owen, 2019) 
shows stellar EUV-driven photo-evaporative mass 
loss is important for the evolution of hot rocky 
exoplanets. 

• Atmospheric loss from early Earth needs to be 
seriously considered by cosmochemists



(1) Silicate Vapor Atmospheric 
Chemistry and Chemical 

Constraints on Formation of the 
Moon



Background

• Cl, Ga, K, Rb, Zn isotopic anomalies indicate lunar 
material formed at high temperatures from ejecta 
after a giant impact on the early Earth

• Giant impact models predict high T silicate melt –
vapor system

• We show chemical equilibrium calculations for a 
bulk silicate Earth (BSE) composition system over 
a wide P – T range can constrain lunar formation 
conditions

• We do not say BSM = BSE, this is a model 
composition



Introduction & Background - 2

• High temperature vaporization/condensation 
at high O2 partial pressure produces unique 
trace element abundance patterns (Fegley & 
Cameron 1987 EPSL 82, 207-222)

• Lanthanides (Ce/LREE, Nd/Sm)
• Actinides (Th/U)
• Lithophiles (Lu/Hf, Rb/Sr, K/U)
• Hafnium – Tungsten 



The silicate vapor is orders of magnitude more oxidizing (i.e.,
has a larger oxygen fugacity fO2) than H2-rich solar composi-
tion gas.

All other species are less abundant than Na, SiO, O2 and O
in the silicate vapor. For example, at 6000 K, the next two most
abundant gases are MgO (!8%) and SiO2 (!6%). Potassium
is also volatile but monatomic K and other K-bearing gases are
trace species in the vapor because of (1) the low K abundance

in the BSE (Na/K atomic ratio !17 from Table 4) and (2) the
preferential partitioning of Na relative to K into the vapor, for
example, Na/K atomic ratio !6300 at 2000 K in Figure 4 (also
see the discussion in Schaefer and Fegley, 2004). Although Mg
is about as abundant as Si in the BSE, the two major Mg-
bearing gases (Mg and MgO) are much less abundant than
SiO (the major Si-bearing gas) because MgO has a much
lower vapor pressure than does silica; for example, at 2020 K,
the saturated vapor pressures of silica and MgO are 2.4"10#5

and 1.2"10#7 bar (Farber and Srivastava, 1976a), respec-
tively. Conversely, FeO is more volatile than MgO, and the
Fe/Mg and FeO/MgO ratios in the vapor are greater than
unity below !2600 K. The opposite is true at higher tempera-
tures. Alumina, CaO, and TiO2 have much lower vapor pres-
sures than the other oxides and their gases are generally much
less abundant than those of the other oxides.

Knudsen effusion mass spectroscopy (KEMS) studies of
solid and molten oxide vaporization are important for under-
standing the composition of Earth’s silicate vapor atmosphere.
The abundances of O and O2 are coupled to each other via the
equilibrium

2O gð Þ ¼ O2 gð Þ [14]

Lower temperatures and higher pressures favor O2 while higher
temperatures and lower pressures favor monatomic O. Silicon
monoxide SiO, O2, and O are themajor species in the saturated
vapor over solid and molten silica (e.g., see Firsova and
Nesmeyanov, 1960; Kazenas et al., 1985; Nagai et al., 1973;
Shornikov et al., 1998; Zmbov et al., 1973). The abundances
of SiO, SiO2, which is less abundant, and Si, which is much
less abundant, are coupled to one another via the equilibria

SiO gð Þ þO gð Þ ¼ SiO2 gð Þ [15]

SiOðgÞ ¼ SiðgÞ þOðgÞ [16]

Monatomic Mg and O2 are the major species over solid
MgO, and MgO gas is much less abundant (e.g., see Farber
and Srivastava, 1976a; Kazenas et al., 1983; Porter et al., 1955).
Monatomic Ca and O2 are the major species over solid CaO,
and CaO (g) is much less abundant (Farber and Srivastava,
1976b; Samoilova and Kazenas, 1995). Alumina vaporization
is more complex and occurs via a combination of dissociation
to the elements and the production of various Al oxides (e.g.,
Chervonnyi et al., 1977; Drowart et al., 1960; Farber et al.,
1972; Ho and Burns, 1980). Saturated alumina vapor contains
Al, O, O2, AlO, Al2O, Al2O2, and AlO2. The O (g) partial
pressure in the BSE saturated vapor is sufficiently high for
AlO to be the major Al-bearing gas due to the equilibrium

AlðgÞ þOðgÞ ¼ AlOðgÞ [17]

Gas phase equilibria in the silicate vapor atmosphere are
rapid because of the high temperatures and pressures. This
leads to chemical and isotopic equilibrium, for example, oxy-
gen isotopic equilibrium within very short times. The elemen-
tary reactions below convert monatomic and monoxide gases
of several of the major metals in the silicate vapor

SiþO2 ! SiOþO [18]

k ¼ 1:72" 10#10 T

300

! "#0:53

exp
#17

T

! "
cm3 s#1 [19]
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Figure 4 Temperature-dependent chemical equilibrium composition of
the saturated vapor in equilibrium with bulk silicate Earth magma.
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Oxygen fugacity of silicate vapor

• Look at two examples:
• Knudsen effusion mass spectrometry (KEMS) 

of pure silica (Kazenas et al 1985)

• Calculated fO2 of BSE vapor along liquid –
vapor saturation curve (Visscher & Fegley 
2013 Astrophys J 767, L12)

☞Shown on next two slides



SiO2vap.SPW

Figure 7-9, Fegley & Osborne, Practical Chemical Thermodynamics for Geoscientists
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Chemistry at high O2 partial pressure 
in silicate vapor

• R – stands for a Rare Earth Element
• Major gases of most REE in astronomical systems 

are
• Monoxides – RO
• Monatomic gas – R
• Relevant condensation chemistry at high T is
• 2 RO (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → R2O3 (melt)
• 2 R (gas) + 3/2 O2 (gas) → R2O3 (melt)
• High P(O2) drives condensation of most REE



REE Condensation Chemistry - 2

• Differences in REE abundance patterns due to 
• ΔG° of condensation/vaporization reaction
• MO/M ratio in gas phase (next slide)
• Different activity coefficients for each R2O3

• See papers about REE condensation chemistry 
applied to Ca,Al-rich inclusions

• Boynton 1975 GCA 39, 569-584
• Davis & Grossman 1979 GCA 43, 1611-1632
• Kornacki & Fegley 1986 EPSL 79, 217-234



Cerium Chemistry

• Cerium is notable exception
• Three Ce-bearing gases CeO2, CeO, Ce
• At high fO2 CeO2 is major gas
• Condensation reaction is
• 2 CeO2 (gas) ← Ce2O3 (melt) + ½ O2 (gas)
• Higher fO2 makes Ce more volatile
• (Boynton 1978 LPS IX, 120-122)
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2516 T. R. Ireland et al. 

separate CFOc are typically more enriched in lb0 than the 
Murchison-spine1 separate 2ClOc analyzed by CLAYTON and 
MAYEDA (1984), which may have been diluted by the pres- 
ence of some Cr-rich spinels with isotopically normal oxygen 
( VIRAG et al., 199 1) . Three spinels analyzed from Vigarano 
inclusion 477B also show larger I60 excesses than the 2C 10~ 
separate (ZINNER et al., 1991); but the largest effects are 
apparent in hibonite inclusions, which commonly have I60 
excesses of more than 50%~ (FAHEY et al., 1987a; ALEXANDER 
et al., 1990, this work) and up to 68% in Murchison inclusion 
BB-5 (FAHEY et al., 1987a). Therefore, it appears that the 
42% enrichment of I60 does not itself reflect the composition 
of a distinct reservoir in the early solar nebula, but rather a 
mixture. 

Murchison refractory inclusions differ from those from 
Allende in that mo~holo~~ly distinct inclusions also have 
distinct chemical and isotopic features. The two most com- 
mon types of hibonite-bearing refractory inclusions in Mur- 
chison are PLACs, which often have large Ca- and Ti-isotopic 
anomalies, little or no excess %g, and (modified) Group 
III REE patterns, and SHIBs, which generally have small Ca- 
and Ti-isotopic anomalies, excess z6Mg associated with the 
in situ decay of 26A1, and volatility-fractionated REE patterns 
(affecting the ultra-refractory REEs, cf. Group II). There ap- 
pear to be no significant differences in the O-isotopic system- 
atics of these otherwise disparate types of refractory inclusions 
apart from the variable enrichments in I60 in the SHIBs due 
to the pervasive con~mination of the analyses with Fe-phyi- 
losilicate. Nor are there any differences apparent in the O- 
isotopic systematics of PLACS and SHIBs and the two hi- 
boniteglass spherules (7-228 and 7-753) and the spinel-pe- 
rovskite inclusion, 7-A52. 

While there are no correlations of O-isotopic systematics 
with rno~hol~~, chemical, or Mg-, Ca-, or Ti-isotopic 
systematics in the main types of Murchison refractory inclu- 
sions, the HAL-type inclusions are exceptional. 

Systematks of HAL and Related Inclusions 

Allende HAL and the three related hi~nite-bung in- 
clusions have very similar chemical and isotopic character- 
istics. The purpose of this section is to document the common 
features in more detail and to investigate whether these fea- 
tures are compatible with a common origin or formation 
process. 

The hibonites in these inclusions are chemically very sim- 
ifar and distinct from other meteoritic h&mites. The TiOz 
and MgO concentrations are very low, but it is in the refrac- 
tory trace-element abundances that the similarities are most 
striking. Figure 8 shows the CI-normalized REE patterns for 
hibonite from each of the four inclusions. The most char- 
acteristic feature of these patterns is the extreme Ce depletion, 
with Cc/La ranging from 6 X lop4 X CI for DH-HI and 7- 
97 1, to 3 X lo-’ X CI for 7-404. The Ce depletion has been 
interpreted as the signature of highly oxidizing conditions 
whereby the relatively volatile species CeOz is stabilised over 
C&Or ( BO~NTON, 1978). It has been sul4gested that Pr might 
also stabilize as the more volatile Pro* species and, in fact, 
Pr depletions are observed in three of the four HAL-type 
hibonites. HINTON et aI. ( 1988) noted that DH-HI has deeper 

0.011 ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ t ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ ’ 1 
LaCePrNd Sm Eu Gd ‘IhDy Ho Er TmYb Lu 

FIG. 8. Trace-eiement abundances in four HAL-type inclusions 
show distinctive Ce depletions. Ytterbium is also depleted in ail four 
inclusions, while Pr and Eu are depleted in DH-Hi, 7-404, and 7- 
97 1. REEs in HAL and DH-H 1 are fractionated according to ionic 
radius, with depleted HREEs indicating melt partitioning. Data are 
from HINTON et al. ( 1988) and IRELAND et al. (1988). 

Ce and Pr anomalies than HAL and therefore it might have 
formed under more oxidizing conditions. However, there is 
not a good correlation between Ce anomalies and Pr anom- 
alies for the four hibonites. This is particularly notable for 
7-404 which has a large Pr depletion but the smallest Ce 
depletion of the four hibonites. There is the possibility of 
~n~mination from the phyllosili~te rim in 7-404 and, al- 
though it is unlikely that the rim has a high Ce concentration, 
because of the extremely low levels of Ce in the other hibonites 
even a small contribution would increase the measured con- 
centration substantially. However, for the other three HAL- 
type hibonites, is the size of the Ce depletions is relatively 
constant for markedly different Pr depletions and therefore 
no quantitative correlation appears to exist between Pr and 
Ce depletions that can be ascribed simply to variations in 
f 01. 

Two other trace elements that become more volatile under 
oxidizing conditions are Ba and V (DAVIS et al., 1982). V/ 
La is less than 1.5 X lOoh X CI for three of the HAL-type 
hibonites, but 7-404 has a higher value of 8 X 10e3 X CI, 
which is probably due to contamination of the analysis by 
the rim or the spinel-rich alteration zone of this inclusion. 
In comparison, nine typical PLACs, with depleted abun- 
dances of V and Ba with respect to the more refractory trace 
elements (e.g., SC, Y, Zr, Hf, and the LREEs), have V/La 
of 1.2 + 0.8 x lo-* X CI (IRELAND et al., 1988). I3afI.a is 
less than 5 X low3 X CI in three of the HAL-type hibonites, 
the exception being HAL itself at 0.57, while the PLACs have 
Ba/La of 3.0 + 2.2 X IO-’ X CI. While V depletions in HAL- 
type hibonites are clearly larger than in PLACs and can be 
ascribed to a higher fo2, Ba depletions in HAL-type hibonites 
are comparable to those of the PLAC hibonites. The reason 
for the relatively high Ba concentration in HAL is not readily 
apparent although the refectory trace element pattern for 
HAL ( FAHEY et al., 1987b) is different from those from the 
other hibonites of this association and may reflect a difference 
in the initial elemental abundances of the precursors. 

Ytterbium depletions are apparent in all four of the HAL- 
type hibonites, while Eu is also depleted in all h&on&es except 



☞Come back to this later when discussing
W/Hf fractionations

From: Fegley 1986 Lunar Planet Sci 18, pp. 220-221.
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Evidence for distillation in the formation of HAL and related hibonite inclusions 
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Abstract-Four hibonite-bearing refractory inclusions, HAL from Allende, DH-Hl from the Dhajala 
H3 chondrite, 7-404 and 7-97 1 from the Murchison CM2 chondrite, have related chemical and isotopic 
systematics: they exhibit large Ce and V depletions and very low Mg and Ti concentrations compared 
to other meteoritic hibonites and have mass-fractionated Ca- and Ti-isotopic compositions with emich- 
ments in the heavy isotopes by up to + 13G/amu for Ca and up to + 19k/amu for Ti. There is no 
correlation between Ca- and Ti-isotopic mass fractionations, but the Ti-isotopic mass fractionation is 
inversely correlated with the Ti concentration as expected for Rayleigh-law mass fractionation. The 
inclusions also have nonlinear 48Ca anomalies within error of -5% while nonlinear “Ti anomalies in 
HAL and 7-97 1 are + 15.0 f 3.6%0 (2~) and -4.4 f 6.5%0, respectively. Oxygen-isotopic compositions 
were measured in HAL, 7-404, and 7-971, as well as a range of morphologically different refractory 
inclusions from Murchison. The Murchison refractory inclusions all show enrichments in I60 relative to 
terrestrial with a mean value of +46.8 f 1.6%0. The three HAL-type inclusions are also enriched in I60 
but are mass fractionated in their 0 isotopes in favor of the heavy isotopes with variable degrees of mixing 
with isotopically normal 0. The scatter of the data from 7-404 and 7-97 1 in terms of mass fractionation 
exceeds the reproducibility predicted from measurements of the Burma-spine1 standard and indicates the 
presence of intrinsic O-isotopic heterogeneities in these hibonites. These chemical and isotopic charac- 
teristics are consistent with the formation of HALtype inclusions as distillation residues. A distillation 
origin is supported by chemical and isotopic measurements of a hibonite-bearing distillation residue 
produced in the laboratory by evaporating terrestrial kaersutite. The residue from this experiment has 
large Ce and V depletions, no detectable Mg, and mass fractionated Ca- and Ti-isotopic compositions. 
However, while the HAL-type refactory inclusions owe their chemical and isotopic characteristics to a 
distillation origin, subsequent thermal events are required to explain certain petrographic and chemical 
characteristics. 

INTRODUCTION 

REFRACTORY INCLUSIONS IN carbonaceous chondrites have 
given us important insights into the processes that were op- 
erative in the early solar system. These objects exhibit en- 
richments in the refractory lithophile elements and are iso- 
topically anomalous; the former indicate that high-temper- 
ature processes played an important role in the formation of 
the inclusions, while the latter require that high temperatures 
were not so pervasive in the early solar nebula as to cause 
large-scale volatilization, thereby homogenizing initial iso- 
topic heterogeneities. 

For some time the FUN inclusions have provided a focus 
in the search for isotopic anomalies because large effects were 
first found in these inclusions. The characteristic feature of 
FUN inclusions is mass-dependent isotopic mass Fraction- 
ation accompanied by isotopic variations that cannot be ex- 
plained by mass fractionation and were attributed to then 
Unknown Nuclear components ( WASSERBURG et al., 1977 ) . 
Isotopic anomalies have been found in every element ana- 
lyzed from the several FUN inclusions that have been iden- 
tified to date. The mass-dependent fractionation always con- 
sists of heavy-isotope enrichments, which are a characteristic 
feature of residues left after partial evaporation (CLAYTON 

* Present address: IBM Corporation, Hopewell Junction, NY 
12533, U.S.A. 

et al., 1985; DAVIS et al., 1990). It is tempting to invoke a 
causal relationship between the presence of the nonlinear 
isotopic anomalies and mass-dependent fmctionations in 
these inclusions, but no explanation for this link has been 
widely accepted. 

The FUN inclusions do not differ substantially in miner- 
alogy from the majority of Allende refractory inclusions, al- 
though certain mineralogical types, such as purple spinel- 
rich inclusions, appear to have a higher propensity for FUN 
characteristics than others ( PAPANASTASSIOU and BRIGHAM, 
1989). The Allende FUN inclusion HAL is noteworthy, not 
only for its unusual isotopic characteristics, but also because 
it is a large inclusion composed predominantly of hibonite. 
Hibonite-bearing inclusions are common in CM meteorites 
but are generally rather small (~200 pm). Hibonite crystal 
fragments from CM meteorites have been shown to be carriers 
of 48Ca and “Ti isotopic effects an order of magnitude larger 
than those in FUN inclusions (IRELAND, 1988, 1990), but 
the large “UN” anomalies in most of these hibonites are not 
associated with isotopic mass-fractionation “F.” 

LEE et al. ( 1980) proposed that the large mass-dependent 
isotopic fractionation effects of 0 and Ca in HAL were the 
result of severe evaporation whereby the light isotopes were 
preferentially removed to the gas phase, leaving behind an 
isotopically heavy residue that was also depleted in the more 
volatile elements. This evaporation event could also have 
been responsible for the lack of Mg-isotopic effects and the 
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Cerium Depletions
• Next slide shows REE abundance patterns in melt 

for isobaric cooling at 10 bar pressure
• Smaller Ce depletions at lower temperature
• No Ce depletion in bulk silicate Moon 
• Ringwood 1979 Origin of the Earth & Moon 
• Korotev 2005 Chem Erde 65, 297-346
• Temperature at which depletion disappears gives 

Tmax for lunar formation at that total pressure
• This is ≲ 3300 K at 10 bars

Bruce Fegley Jr.
From: Fegley & Lodders 2017 Chemical constraints on the origin of the Moon. #6227,
 LPI Contribution No. 1987, 80th annual meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Santa Fe, NM.�



REE Fractional Condensation 
BSE Vapor - 10 bars
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From: Fegley & Lodders 2017 Chemical constraints on the origin of the Moon. #6227,
 LPI Contribution No. 1987, 80th annual meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Santa Fe, NM.�



fO2 and Th/U Fractionation

• UO3 (gas) ← UO2 (melt) + ½ O2 (gas)
• Higher fO2 makes Uranium more volatile
• ThO (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → ThO2 (melt)
• Higher fO2 makes Thorium more refractory
• BSE-normalized atomic Th/U ~ 2.4 at 3300 K, 

10 bars BSE vapor (should be unity if 
unfractionated from BSE model composition)



P(O2) and W/Hf Fractionation

• Higher fO2 makes W more volatile 
Fegley & Palme 1985 EPSL 72, 311-326

• WO3 (gas) ← W (metal) + 3/2 O2 (gas)
• Higher P(O2) makes Hf more refractory           
• Fegley et al 2012 Bull Am Astron Soc 44
• HfO (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) = HfO2 (melt)
• BSE-normalized W/Hf ~ 1 at 3300 K, 10 bars BSE 

vapor (assuming WO3 condenses in silicate melt)
• BSE-normalized W/Hf << 1 at 3300 K if WO3 does 

not condense in silicate melt)



W Depletion – CAI C1

• CAI C1 – depleted in W and also in Ce
• Same fO2 gives both depletions
• (2nd & 3rd slides after this one)
• This fO2 slightly lower than predicted for 

proto-lunar disk (next slide)
• Visscher & Fegley 2013 ApJ 767, L12



☜ W

From: Fegley & Palme 1985 EPSL 72, 311-326



From: Fegley 1986 Lunar Planet Sci 18, pp. 220-221.



Lu/Hf Fractionation

• Hf – more refractory than Lu at high fO2

• HfO/Hf ~ 772,000 vs LuO/Lu ~ 23,000
• At 3300 K and 10 bars BSE vapor
• 2 LuO (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → Lu2O3 (melt)
• HfO (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → HfO2 (melt)
• Higher fO2 drives condensation reactions
• Much larger MO/M for Hf makes it more 

refractory than Lu



Rb/Sr Fractionation

• Higher fO2 makes Rb slightly more refractory
• Rb/RbO ~ 2.7 vs Sr/SrO ~ 0.07 – gas phase
• At 3300 K, 10 bars BSE vapor
• 2 Rb (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → Rb2O (melt)
• But this reaction also occurs
• 2 RbO ← Rb2O (melt) + ½ O2 (gas) 
• In contrast, no effect of fO2 on
• SrO (gas) = SrO (melt) 
• BSE-normalized Rb/Sr ~ 10-3, 3300 K 10 bars



K/U Fractionation

• Opposite effects of higher fO2 on K and U
• K/KO ~ 5 vs U/UO3 ~ 2 × 10-12 – gas phase
• At 3300 K, 10 bars BSE vapor
• 2 K (gas) + ½ O2 (gas) → K2O (melt)
• Higher fO2 makes K more refractory
• UO3 (gas) ← UO2 (melt) + ½ O2 (gas)
• Higher fO2 makes Uranium more volatile
• BSE-normalized K/U ~ 0.004, 3300 K 10 bars



Key Points

• High O2 partial P in hot silicate vapor
• Giant Impact models predict hot silicate melt –

vapor system
• The high P(O2) and high T fractionate trace 

elements: Ce, Hf/W, K/U, Th/U 
• These effects are not seen, either
• (a) No high T vapor lost as isotopes show OR
• (b) Melt – vapor separated between some Tmax

and Tmin constrained by equilibrium results



(2) Steam Atmosphere 
Chemistry on the early Earth. 



A few examples about this

• Silica and many other oxides dissolve in steam
• Greatly different solubility for different oxides
• If steam atmosphere is lost the steam soluble 

element inventory is changed
• This is potentially important for bulk composition, 

density, heat balance, interior structure, volatile 
element inventory

• Spectroscopically active gases in steam 
atmosphere 

• Details are in Fegley et al 2016 ApJ 824:103



silica solubility in steam
red - this work
white - Plyasunov (2012)
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From: Fegley et al 2016 ApJ 824:103



Figure C
Fegley et al 2015
MgOsteam.spw

MgO solubility in steam
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BSEMelts.spw

Si/Mg fractional vaporization
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BSE-KD.spw

BSE 270 bars steam atmosphere
dashed lines - without F, Cl
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H He.
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From: Fegley et al 2019 Chemie der Erde (Geochemistry)
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Major gases - BSE 270 bars steam atmosphere
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Key Points

• Steam atmosphere – magma ocean phase:
• Silicon and several other major rock-forming 

elements dissolve in steam
• Very different solubility for different elements
• If steam atmosphere is lost the steam soluble 

element inventory is changed
• Many potentially observable gases – applies to 

hot rocky exoplanets




